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宋鏡 SONG JING



A portrait of SONG JING by Roland Schöny

The works of Song Jing, an artist who works 
conceptually in a variety of media, take us 
into a sphere with a tempo di®erent to the 
one prescribed by our day-to-day routine. By 
stretching time, they are able to create a 
contemplative atmosphere, inviting us to ap - 
proach the pictorial qualities of delicate 
surface structures with an analytical eye. 
Noticeably removed from the vicissitudes of 
social processes, Song Jing draws our at- 
tention to continents whose coordinates are 
staked out in people’s minds.

When the artist explores di®erent land - 
scape scenarios in photographic works such  
as her series DER UNBESIEGBARE SOMMER 
[THE INVINCIBLE SUMMER] (2017), it soon 
becomes clear that she is not merely depicting 
stage-like details of the world once as- 
cribed to nature, but is instead in search of 
models with which to visually translate an 
inner map of moods. In her process-based ap- 
proach, her attention is always trained on 
di®erentiations and variations on the macro 
scale. This is particularly true of her serial 
drawing and photography projects.

Born in the Chinese financial and industrial  
metropolis Zhengzhou in 1983 and moving  
to Vienna after leaving school to study at the 
University of Applied Arts, Song Jing draws 
on themes from European literature and the 
history of philosophy as a source of inspiration; 
so too here when she cites Albert Camus’s 
powerful metaphor “In the middle of winter I 
at last discovered that there was in me an 
invincible summer”( 1 ). Like the artist’s meticu- 
lously constructed photographic works,  
it makes reference, full of sentimentality, to 
an emotional state. A series of delicately 
hatched, abstract pencil drawings—each re- 
lated to sheets of paper covered with crum- 

pled lines—in turn harks back to Stefan Zweig’s  
famous novella Letter from an Un known 
Woman, a work so popular around the world 
that it has become a standard even in China.

Conversely, the artist, fascinated by the 
world of Western language, also refers to  
the narratives of Eastern philosophy such as 
the Taoist polarity of yin and yang, as mani - 
fested, for example, in her video work WHERE 
IT ALL ENDS IT BEGINS (2018). With the 
intention of drawing attention to fields of 
cosmic energy, this film work focuses on a 
cracked ceramic bowl in steady rotation.

Such works are always an invitation to 
slow down and become aware of details. But 
when Song Jing depicts several hundred 
date stones, each with the greatest precision, 
in continual repetition for her photographic 
project ALL THE WO/MEN I AM (2016—18), 
she equally triggers a game of associations. 
Collecting the stones from dates that she  
ate over a period of two years, their appear- 
ance symbolically reminiscent of female 
genitals, Jing forges a link with questions of 
culturally determined gender identity and the 
representation of sexual identity. 
Photographing these objects found in nature, 
that are both vaginal and phallic in appear- 
ance, with clinical precision, divested of any 
shadow, the artist combines the aspect  
of visual formalisation with the dimension of 
performance: despite the stringently arti- 
ficial, minimalist nature of the photographs, 
the underlying factor is the intimate pro- 
duction in the artist’s own mouth. Within the 
oral cavity, a region generally disregarded  
in culture, her objects mingle with her own 
saliva, perhaps even with invisible food parti- 
cles, before being translated into a visual 
representation.

The situation is similar with large-format 
photographs of small chewing gum sculp- 
tures, but also expressive-looking abstract 
works on canvas, in which meandering veiny 
webs appear to push their way out of dark 
stained layers. The artist created the images 
by spraying a dark liquid of chewed-up 
char coal tablets mixed with saliva and water 
directly onto the canvas from her mouth. 
Song Jing thus transforms what is 
expectorated from the body into artistically 
productive matter. The performative act 
leading to this correlates with the concept of 
excluding or separating as abject what is 
commonly held to be vile and repressed, as 
postulated by the French literary critic and 
psychoanalyst Julia Kristeva. The underlying 
semantic field from which Song Jing is 
increasingly exploring representational pat- 
terns of sexual desire and questions of 
gender thus begins to open up in the direc- 
tion of a kind of psycho-archaeology.

( 1 ) 

Albert Camus, The Myth of Sisyphus and Other Essays, 

New York: Vintage International, 1991, p. 202.

( May 2019 ) 

Roland Schöny is a cultural theorist teaching Digital 

and Transmedia Art at Vienna University of Applied Arts, 

exhibition curator, and writer on contemporary art.

宋鏡 SONG JING



 01 THE QUESTIONING ANSWER, 2014–2017

Pencil and A4 size paper on paper. Series of 8, each 30 × 40 cm.

„Er legte den Brief aus den zitternden Händen. 
Dann sann er lang nach. […] Schatten ström- 
 ten zu und fort, aber es wurde kein Bild. Er 
fühlte Erinnerungen des Gefühls und erinnert 
sich doch nicht. Ihm war, als ob er von all 
diesen Gestalten geträumt hätte, oft und tief 
geträumt, aber doch nur geträumt. 

[…] Er schrak zusammen: ihm war, als sei 
plötzlich eine Tür unsichtbar aufgesprungen, 
und kalte Zugluft ströme aus anderer Welt  
in seinen ruhenden Raum. Er spürte einen Tod 
und spürte unsterbliche Liebe, und er dachte 
an die Unsichtbare Körperlos und Leidenschaft - 
lich wie an eine ferne Musik.“( 1 )

( 1 ) 

Stefan Zweig, Brief einer Unbekannten, FISCHER 

Taschenbuch, 2018. S. 92 und 93

Painting & Drawing



 02 DIE UNGEZÄHMTEN HAARE DER GROSSMUTTER, 2015

Coal tablets, water and raw silk threads on canvas, 60 × 50 and 60 × 80 cm.

Painting & Drawing



  03 NEEDLE IN THE SEA, 2018–Ongoing 

  China ink, colored pencil, tape, epoxy resin, encaustic medium, beeswax,  

  graphite powder, gold leaf, gouache, pigment, raw silk threads, oil pastel, 

  oil and varnish on cotton cardboard. 10 × 15 cm / sheet. 

Painting & Drawing



 03 NEEDLE IN THE SEA, 2018–Ongoing 

  China ink, colored pencil, tape, epoxy resin, encaustic medium, beeswax,  

  graphite powder, gold leaf, gouache, pigment, raw silk threads, oil pastel,  

  oil and varnish on cotton cardboard. 10 × 15 cm / sheet. 

Painting & Drawing



 04 THE WILLING KISS, 2019  

  Etching, oil pastel, encaustic medium, beeswax, graphite powder and epoxy  

  resin on 600g Alt Trier-handmade paper, each 38 × 38 cm, unique. Edition of  

  5 + 1AP.

Painting & Drawing



 05 LA BARBE BLEUE, 2013  

  Silver gelatin print on baryt paper, series of 2, each 30 × 24 cm.  

  Edition of 2 + 1AP.

If there is a single source of a story and a deity 
of a story, it is this long chain of people.

“An age-old story is a door. Like a mirror door 
of the inner ear, the spoken word penetrates  
us and makes it echo in the underground corri - 
dors of our psyche. "The healing medicine of 
history does not exist in a vacuum. It cannot ex- 
ist apart from its spiritual origin. You cannot 
take them in without completely devoting your- 
self to them. The story has an integrity that 
comes from the real life lived in it. A story be- 
comes clear when you grow up in it.” ( 1 )

"LA BARBE BLEUE" is a photo series consi- 
sting of analog photographs of long-term 
exposures and double exposures. It is based  
on the French version of the folk tale of the evil 
Count Bluebeard. Driven by curiosity, the  
seventh wife of Bluebeard makes the fearful 
and painful discovery of the nature of her 
deadly predator. She locks the key that led to 
the discovery in her wardrobe. It is ma- 
gically producing an endless stream of blood. 

The story of Bluebeard and the awakening 
virgin soul of a woman describes a radical 
process of transformation in the female psyche, 
a myth of secession and the power of re-inte-
gration of its fragmented parts.

With intuition, a ‘psycho-archaeological’ 
snapshot was created by means of the photo 
series.

Stories are medicine. Whenever a fairy tale 
is told, it will be night.

( 1 )  

Clarissa Pinkola Estés, Die Wolfsfrau, Wilhelm Heyne 

Verlag, 1993. S. 521. Translation Song Jing 2013.

Photography



Seemingly, so little di®erence, just some ad - 
ditional specks of colour upon old thick 
layers of black — and yet so much significan- 
ce behind these layers of time and space.

Black covering face and hands, 
extinguishing individuality, mirroring societal 
norms being forced upon the young child —  
and gradually youthful courage and self-con- 
sciousness vanish. A development that casts 
its shadows across time, its traces per- 
ceptible still in 2013 when the journey of self- 
discovery is just about to begin, but the 
introspective quest still goes o® in the dark. 

But slowly, what once looked solely black 
gains a new intensity: colours are emerging, 
face and hands are shaped afresh, a new 
sense of self-determination and self-con fiden- 
ce arises — and brings along the ability to 
now fully embrace the richness and variety of 
both the individual and the outside world.

( c ) 

Alice Schmatzberger, Art historian, Indepen dent writer, 

lecturer, and consultant

 06 IN SEARCH OF LOST TIME, 2013 & IN SEARCH OF LOST TIME, 2017

Charcoal, watercolor, China ink and wax pastel on pigment print, each  

48 × 34 cm. Edition of 1 + 1AP.

Photography



When my paternal grandmother died in 2013 
my father brought me as a memento a 
photographic negative from China. In the 
course of enlarging this negative in the 
darkroom, a rip running diagonally across 
the picture became visible.

This picture turned out to be a studio shot 
from the year 1938. As my grandmother’s 
family consisted mainly of wealthy intellec-
tuals they had to face many difficulties 
during the Cultural Revolution in the 1970s. 
Old family photos were generally lost, but 
this print, torn apart and covertly hidden, has 
survived as a silent witness of time and 
history. After the Cultural Revolution ended 
this print was glued together, and photo-
graphed. But that picture was lost. Its nega - 
tive, the last remainder of those times — is 
now in my hands.

The second girl from the right is my grand - 
mother. All those people in the photograph 
have already gone, and most of my family’s 
history as well as a part of the history of 
China. Memories have been pulled off, partly 
lost forever; their faces disappeared into  
the void. 

Therefore truthful records of past can  
be found in that splendid clothing, within the 
photographic staging, and through the rip  
on the photographic negative. Thus, this nega - 
tive – now modified through my work —  
not only represents an image of the people but  
also mirrors the turbulent history of China.

 07 LAYERS OF TIME 1938:2014, 2014 

Vintage negativ, Pigmentprint, 100 × 150 cm. Edition of 5 + 2AP.

Photography



 08 LUCID DREAM, 2015

Fuji Instant Film (FP-100C, 8,5 x10,8cm) in metal box, analog photography,  

Pigmentprint on the wall, 2015. Edition of 1 + 1AP.

Photography



 09 EVERYTHING I OWN SMELLS OF YOU, 2016

Pigment print on baryt paper, perfume bottle with mirror in black,  

broken perfume bottle, framed in box, two boxes, each 32×42 cm.

 

Photography



 10 (  ), 2019

Fine art pigment print on premium silk raster tecco portrait paper.  

126 x 189 cm. Edition 5 + 2AP. 

Photography



 10 (  ), 2019

Fine art pigment print on premium silk raster tecco portrait paper.  

126 x 189 cm. Edition 5 + 2AP. 

Gabrielle d'Estrées et une de ses soeurs (Gabrielle d'Estrées and one of her sisters), a painting by an unknown  
artist, school of Fontainebleau. 96 x 125 cm. Location Louvre, circa 1594. Source: “Gabrielle d'Estrées et une de  
ses soeurs“ Wikipedia 

Detail of “Gabrielle d'Estrées et une de  
ses soeurs“ Wikipedia

Detail of the work “(  )“, 2019

Photography



 11 GROSSER SPRUNG 1958:2013 I-II, 2013

Photo emulsion on stainless steel, series of 2, each 30 x 40 cm, unique. 

Edition of 1 + 1AP. COLLECTION WIEN MUSEUM.

Photo emulsion on metal



 12 DER UNBESIEGBARE SOMMER (AN INVINCIBLE SUMMER), 2017

Photo emulsion on stainless steel, gold leaf.  

Series of 2, unique. In 10 × 15 cm (AP), 13.8 × 19.5 cm and 14.4 × 21 cm. 

“In the middle of winter I at last discovered 
that there was in me an invincible summer” ( 1 )

( 1 ) 

Albert Camus, The Myth of Sisyphus and Other Essays, 

New York: Vintage International, 1991, p. 202.

Photo emulsion on metal



The copper plate used in SPIEGEL MENSCH 
was coated with a photographic emulsion and  
then exposed, it functions both as a pro  - 
jection surface and as a support upon and in  
which extended observations take place. 
Mirrors of polished metal have a long tradition  
in many cultures. Ordinarily the mirror is  
an object that only facilitates objective obser- 
vation. In SPIEGELMENSCH a copper plate 
becomes a mirror, and a mirror becomes a 
window, allowing the beholder to experience 
a moment of emotional rupture: at the  
mo ment one looks into it, one sees the back 
of another who is gazing in. 

“I is another.” — Arthur Rimbaud

 13 SPIEGELMENSCH, 2017

Photo emulsion on copper, ø 29 cm. Unique.

 

Photo emulsion on metal



 14 WHERE IT ALL ENDS IT BEGINS, 2018

HD Video, color, audio, 07:00 min. Edition of 5 + 2AP.

In the video “WHERE IT ALL ENDS IT  BEGINS” 
the camera is aimed at a rotating ceramic 
bowl. The bowl serves as a recording device 
both in the actual and figurative sense. She 
answers, listens, thinks and speaks — only 
qui etly inaudible. A rhythmic sound creation 
accompanies the moving pictures. In the 
production of the video, the bowl was held and  
rotated slowly, just as it was made by hol- 
ding and turning. The camera picks up the cir- 
cular motion like an infinitely repeating de- 
scription of a body. The skin-like hue and the 
cracked surface structure of the bowl were  
lit by side lighting; so to speak, the inner life 
was carried outwards. The visible body / part 
of the bowl on the screen shifts due to the 
rotation, so that in connection with the black 
background, a breathing, cosmic and circu- 
lar movement seems perceptible. In the end, 
the bowl turns in the other direction, the video  
starts from the beginning.

To give up the desire for perfection from the  
world of form and concept to a world open  
to an emotional, truer and more beautiful view 
of life. The video’s contemplative images in 
motion also demand of “[…] the eye that it be 
patient and become accustomed to that 
which is approaching it […].” ( 1 ) The future is  
condensed into an extended present. A Zen 
master describes the behavior of the bowl as 
that of water — flowing silence; its calmness 
like that of the mirror — recogwnize YOUR 
self; her answer is like that of the 
echo — audible only to the people who call. 

A bowl is a bowl is a bowl. 

( 1 )  

Quoted from Friedrich Nietzsche. Byung-Chul Han, Mü - 

dig keitsgesellschaft, Matthes & Seitz Berlin, 2010. p. 39.

( i ) 

Trailer online: vimeo.com/256976971

Photo emulsion on metal



 15 YOU NEVER KNOW WHO YOU ARE SLEEPING WITH, 2012–Ongoing

Vintage tin box, pencil, charcoal, China ink and hand-made paper,  

approx. 6 x 9 x 12 cm, 2012.

  

Projects



 16 SHE AND SHE AND FROG AND FROG I–XV, 2016

Silver gelatin print on baryt paper (SHE AND SHE AND FROG AND FROG I),

pigment prints on fine art baryt paper (SHE AND SHE AND FROG AND 

FROG II–XV), medical specimen*, framed in fifteen boxes, each 32 × 25 cm.

* With friendly support from Mr. Robert Illek, Head Taxidermist, Museum  

of Natural History Vienna.

Projects



What may appear at first sight to the viewer, 
to be something like the death dance of 
Lycian peasants, reveals itself as a complex 
analysis of the relationship between indi - 
viduals and society. Song Jing portrays the 
individual as a frog in her work "She and  
She and Frog and Frog".  In many cultures, 
the frog is seen almost exclusively as a 
positive, life-giving animal and as a symbol  
of female fertility. In some Christian cul - 
tures, however, it is also associated with in - 
calculable primal forces of life and is asso-  
ciated with fear and disgust.

Fifteen frogs, prepared for Chinese medi - 
cine, are on display. Each in its own frame, 
the thighs stretched out as if in a jump and 
the jaws upright. All of them are, on the 
whole, scarcely distinguishable by the arbi - 
trary gesture of their anterior limbs. They  
are, therefore, essentially equal in nature, 
and yet one of them is 'more equal’: it re - 
pre sents the prototype and is the only one 
facing the observer. Its particularity is  
trans mitted aurally to the black-and-white 
photograph behind it, where its image, 
as it were, symbolizes this transfer by a ring.

A copy of its image, exactly matched in 
shape and size, is laid behind the remaining 
fourteen frogs, suggesting the collectiviza-
tion of the frogs. The technical reproduction 
of the image, however, leads to the deteri o-
ration of its aura. Does this circumstance de - 
grade the fourteen other frogs into simple 
embodiments of a copy of the image of the 
chosen one?

At first, this would seem like an inevitable 
and linear process – would there be not  
that ring. In a way, the wearing of the ring ri - 
tu alizes the transfer of the essence by 
pointing to the circularity of the process. 

There is no special feature that separates  
the one frog from the others, elevating it per 
se to the primus inter pares. Each member  
of the group could have been lucky enough to 
serve as a model, thus, they enter into a  
kind of dialogue with each other.

In order to underline this, the group pic  ture 
of the specimens serves as a final chord, 
where these fourteen 'subordinate' frogs are 
presented in a photographic image. Their 
shadows, to which they are no longer con fi - 
ned, are gathered and frozen in the black  
and white of the photograph. Their arbitrary 
arrangement seems to be made for the  
omen reading Augures, so they can read the 
future from their accidental positions. In 
sharp contrast to the static mode of repre - 
 sen tation in the other fifteen boxes, in  
this display the perception patterns and as - 
sociation mechanisms of the beholder  
are overridden, thus creating a Chokwirkung 
(Walter Benjamin) leading to the destruc-  
tion of their aura.

The arrangement in its entirety is not  
es say istic, even though the artist enigmati-
cally lures the viewer into changing hypo - 
theses. On the one hand, Song Jing descri-
bes poeti cally the longing for fellowship, 
even equal  ity, which nevertheless results  
in the loss of individuality in societies –  
whether idealis tic or materialistic. On the 
other hand, she foils the linear duality of 
identity and conformity with the ritual of a 
circular play of body and soul, of object  
and aura, and not least of singularity and 
plurality.  
 ( c )  

Florian Schindler-Strauss, Vienna. Translated from the 

original german text by Ian Banerjee.

Fourteen and One Frog — A reflection  Projects



STEALING HEAVEN is devoted to the mo ment 
at which a particular development cul mi- 
nates and in the end breaks o®. The project  
tells of life in a state of wind-stillness, of 
circumstances to which one has accustom - 
ed oneself, of tranquil presence, trance;  
up to a point of realization or action. A mo - 
ment of rupture in which the self is both the 
shipwrecked castaway and the onlooker. ( 1 ) 
Seconds, minutes or years can pass before 
the eyes open.

“[…] We all want to be sighted. And it is that  
secret pain that sensitizes us for ex pe- 
rience, and especially for truth. When we reach  
the state of brightness and aching in which 
this pain becomes fruitful we say, very simply 
and correctly: My eyes have been opened. 
We don't say this because we have externally 
perceived a thing or an occur rence, but 
because we understand what it is that we can - 
not see. And that is what art should do: it 
should, in this sense, open our eyes.” ( 2 )

Although the conceptual focus rests upon 
this specific moment, the artistic working 
process, the visual realization and the titling 
of the works concentrate on the process  
or path via which it is reached, which is often 
a long one. The thematization of this mo- 
ment, which is not shown directly, is facili ta - 
t ed by the sheer dimension of the graphic 
series STEALING HEAVEN. In the field of ten - 
sion between repetition and di®erence,  
every individual image in the series of prints  
could be a snapshot, a bit of passing time 
that has frozen. In that, however, one obser- 
ves a specific portion of a field of more  
than 200 images successively transformed 
by the application of an engraving needle  

 17 STEALING HEAVEN, 2017

Photo-etching, printing plate Ø 29 cm, needle-embossing printing on 340g 

Zerkall-handmade paper. Series of 209 works, each 36 x 39 cm, unique.

Projects



to the printing plates — at times delicately, at 
times less so — there arises an uninterrupt- 
ed process of beholding, comparable to a li - 
ning up of film stills.

The moment of culmination thema tized in 
STEALING HEAVEN could also be seen as  
the highpoint of a long jour ney: Eastern thought  
has an inherent consciousness of “in- dif-
ference”, avoi ding finality and absoluteness. 
This lack of finality gives rise to a frame of 
mind that is more friendly, one might say. The 
long journey is broken o® after more than 
200 stops, the sky filled with the traces of the 
rain/needle and completely shrouded — but  
it has not been stolen, not yet. 

( 1 )  

Hans Blumenberg writes that “the shipwreck, once 

survived, is a figure for experiencing the turn to philo-

sophy. It is recounted that the founder of the Stoic 

school, Zeno of Citium, while transporting a load of pur - 

ple from Phoenicia, suffered a shipwreck near Piraeus. 

He maintained that it was through this incident that  

he came to philosophy, stating: nyn euploeka, hote nen- 

auageka — it was not until I was a shipwrecked cast- 

away that I set out happily upon the sea.” Hans Blumen- 

berg, Schiffbruch mit Zuschauer, Frankfurt am Main: 

Suhrkamp, 1997. p. 15.

( 2 ) 

Ingeborg Bachmann, from the “Acceptance Speech to 

the Blind Veterans Union”, 1958, Werke, IV, p. 276.

Installation View of the exhibition “STEALING HEAVEN”, Galerie Rudolf Leeb, Vienna 2018. © Michael Hassmann

 17 STEALING HEAVEN, 2017

Photo-etching, printing plate Ø 29 cm, needle-embossing printing on 340g 

Zerkall-handmade paper. Series of 209 works, each 36 x 39 cm, unique.

Projects



 18 LIQUID LOVE, 2018

Pigment print on fine art paper (Tecco Premium Silk Raster), 126 × 189 cm.  

Edition of 5 + 2 AP.

 

Projects



 19 ALL THE WO/MEN I AM, 2016-2018 

Fine art pigment print on premium photo luster paper, series of 366 works, 

each 48,3 x 32,9 cm. Edition 5 + 3AP. A project for Museu de Arte Contem-

porânea (MAC) da Universidade de São Paulo (Museum of Contemporary 

Art, University of São Paulo,  Brazil). 

Projects



Installation View of the exhibition “ALL THE WO/MEN I AM”, Bildraum 07, Vienna 2019. © Eva Kelety

 19 ALL THE WO/MEN I AM, 2016-2018 

Fine art pigment print on premium photo luster paper, series of 366 works, 

each 48,3 x 32,9 cm. Edition 5 + 3AP. A project for Museu de Arte Contem-

porânea (MAC) da Universidade de São Paulo (Museum of Contemporary 

Art, University of São Paulo,  Brazil). 

Projects



Song Jing's works have always dealt with per- 
ception of failure, pain, hope and love, both 
as cause and consequence. At the same time, 
the layers of time, and their shifts, are a di -
mension of crucial importance for the artist 
to express such experiences. These are ba -
sed on emotions and a fl uctuating corpor eity 
more specifi cally connected to the fe male 
cycle. Her work comprises of large series of 
images that she explores by taking motifs 
from the landscape and nature to approach 
such themes.

In the series presented here, she goes 
over the shape of date kernels, which called 
her attention while she was eating a date. 
She started collecting the kernels of the da -
tes she ate, until she had hundreds of them. 
Her next action was to photograph each of 
them in large scale, in the very same size. 
She made use of a photolab structure that 
enabled her to shoot the kernels in such 
a way that their shadows on the white back-  
ground surface were erased. This was not 
achieved by the use of correcting or erasing 
tools in a digital manipulation of the pho -
tos but by photographing all the kernels un -
der exactly the same lighting conditions, 
with the very same white background. The 
result is a series of 366 of what seems to 
be identical photos of date kernels displayed 
side by side in rows, on the wall.

Seen from a distance, they look quite
like abstract shapes. However, once we come 
closer to the wall, we realize that these 
shapes are not identical, and that they are 
very organic. The artist chose to show 
the side of the kernels with a crack, which 
gives them even more evocative shapes. 
One might think of pebbles or shells but they 
are also suggestive of women's genitalia. 

“ALL THE WO/MEN I AM” is referring to the 
constraints of being a woman and having to 
follow the patterns and standards imposed 
by a male-dominated and sexist society that 
tends to objectify women and control their 
means of expression, particularly their sexu -
ality. In the photos shown here, although 
their individual, peculiar features are enhan -
ced once we see them from up close, the 
idea that one could create a single model out 
of them from a distance is quite tempting. 
Thus, these fairly abstracted objects that re- 
mind us of women's genitalia make us re- 
fl ect on the many controlled patterns of sex, 
starting with the physical one. In Western 
art tradition, the depiction of women's sex 
and genitalia has always been out of the 
question, for an art concerned with the ide als 
of beauty could not be “stained” by ele  ments 
of nature, including the human fi gure, that 
would not succeed in capturing it. A beau tiful 
woman’s body was then, above all, a pas -
sive object of men's desire, and most impor -
tantly, her sex was always hidden, or rende -
red in a very abstract way, for it somehow 
belonged to the earthly world and the vulgar.

A very sarcastic and critical contem -
porary comics, Der Ursprung der Welt, by Liv 
Strömquist, actually approaches this issue 
and recopilates the so-called “primitive” and 
ancient images of female fi gures and their 
accentuated and very marked genitalia.
While looking at such images, the fact that 
they render woman genitalia in a variety 
of shapes is a particular feature that is also 
Jin's concern in her series. Actually, there 
is no precise pattern or model of how a vulva 
should look like. This is also quite true with 
the date kernels, as they vary in crack, colour 
or shape. 

In the world today, we have been witnessing 
a huge advance in plastic surgery techniques, 
notably those that can enhance and perfect 
the female body. One of the most recent inter -
ventions a woman can presently undergo 
is vulva plastic surgery, to make it look “more 
beautiful”. 

( c )

Ana Magalhães, 2018. Art historian, curator and 

professor of the Museum of Contemporary Art of the 

University of São Paulo, Brazil

ALL THE WO/MEN I AM, 2016–2018 Projects



 20 VENUS VON WIEN, 2019  

Fine art pigment print on premium photo luster paper, series of 3 works, 

each 165 x 110 cm. Edition 5 + 3AP. 

Projects



 20 VENUS VON WIEN, 2019  

Fine art pigment print on premium photo luster paper, series of 3 works, 

each 165 x 110 cm. Edition 5 + 3AP. 

Installation View of the exhibition “ALL THE WO/MEN I AM”, Bildraum 07, Vienna 2019. © Eva Kelety

Projects



  21 VENUS IN BATH, 2019

Medjool dates, Vitamin D capsules and oil colour in epoxy resin in glass, 

size variable, unique. Edition 20.  

Installation View of the exhibition “ALL THE WO/MEN I AM”, Bildraum 07, Vienna 2019. © Eva Kelety

Projects



  

  Solo Exhibitions (Selection):

 2021  Upcoming Sotheby's Artist Quarterly,  

  Sotheby's Vienna, Vienna

 2020 Upcoming  „ALL THE WO/MEN I AM“ MAC  

  Museu de Arte Contemporânea da  

  USP (Museum of Contemporary Art),  

  São Paulo, Brazil 

 2019  „ALL THE WO/MEN I AM“ Bildrecht Bildraum 07,  

  Vienna

 2018 „STEALING HEAVEN“ Galerie Rudolf Leeb, Vienna

  

  Group Exhibitions (Selection):

 2019 "VERDICHTUNG" Gallery Hummel, Vienna

 2019 „FEMALE – lebt und arbeitet in Wien“  

  Galerie Rudolf Leeb, Vienna

 2019 „My Point of View“ FOTO WIEN – Month of  

  Photography Vienna. Gallery ARCC.art, Vienna

 2019 „Yellow Reflection“ Galerie Liusa Wang, Paris

 2018 „Ost-West Dialog“ Gallery Hummel, Vienna 

 2017 „Transitions - Perspectives from in-between“ 

   Krinzinger Projekte, Vienna

 2017 „XENO“ Arthill Gallery, London 

 2017 „TRANSPΩT“ Documenta 14 Pireos Street  

  (Old Library Project Room),  

  Athens, Greece. 

 2016 „Glance“, Eyes On – Month of Photography Vienna.  

  Heligenkreuzer Hof, Vienna 

 2016 „HANDS ON“ Project Albrechtsfeld,  

  Gallery Bäckerstrasse 4, Vienna 

 2015 „NO LIABILITY IS TAKEN FOR WARDROBE“  

  Angewandte Innovation  

  Laboratory(AIL) and public spaces, Vienna

 2015 Intervention, Generali Foundation, Vienna

 2014 „Zwischenspiel (Interlude)“, VERBUND  

  Vertical Gallery, VERBUND, Vienna

 2014 „Unter Strom (Live Wire) “, Art in Motion,  

  exhibition by VERBUND,  

  Semper Depot, Vienna

  

  Education:

  Photography, Fine Arts, University of Applied Arts 

  Vienna, Austria

  MA, International Business Administration,  

  University of Vienna, Austria

  

  Works held by various public  

  and private collections such as:   

  Collection Wien Museum / A,  

  Collection Hummel / A,  

  Private collections
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